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INTRODUCTION  

 

I am just setting out here to make a good book. One that presents the things that I have 

learned over the years. My wisdom comes from going back and forth from sanity to 

insanity. I have polished what I have learned. Have done so as much as I can instead of 

resting on any particular part, any particular phase it was in. In other words I have 

evolved my wisdom. I have been interested in many different religions in my time, each 

sincerely so. Including many forms of Christianity, Devil Worship too, but also Wicca, 

Buddhism, and have enjoyed carefully going over The Koran. It was the last five or six 

years of my life that I gained my best knowledge, knowledge of the occult and certain 

other things that cannot even be classified. A lot of what I know was not known before 

me. I was put on a rugged path of homelessness and madness for that purpose. I was 

meant to learn, to experience, and to share certain things. It is my purpose. I am a 

Christian Satanist. People respond to that in different ways. It really does stand out as a 

religious title. It just means that I am made from the two. I can fully appreciate the 

wisdom of God and His Son. Very well, the world is collapsing without that wisdom. 

They ask where God went, well, we tossed him away and ridiculed Him greatly. I have 

grown to become a philanthropic person. In so many ways, if you are into LaVeyan 

Satanism (have become lost and brainwashed by it) then this book is not for you. Which 

is to be expected, as those who have made cults will not tolerate alternative sources of 

knowledge. Honestly “atheistic satanism” sounds no less like an oxy-moron than 

“christian satanism.” I am not here to riddle you with Christian complexities however, in 

fact I am against that. So many Christians want to instill guilt and judge people, splitting 

hairs over any sin they can. It isn’t Christian to do so. In fact the first thing I will go over 

is magic and the occult.  

 This book can be read in any order of pages. It is not like a novel where the 

pages have to be read from start to finish. So simply open it up and read where 

you want to until you have taken it all in.  

 

 

What I Know On Magic.. 

 

Here is magic that works. That you can depend upon. Some of it is a joy to use. 

Much of it is not found elsewhere, as I have created it myself. The occult has been 

my interest since I was just seven years old. My friends were discussing it in 

school and the whole thing fascinated me. Before I knew it I was reading every 

book I could find on it. Fortunately the library had a section just for it. My best 

knowledge of it comes from recent times when I was wandering the Earth and all 

its places, mad with Schizophrenia, experiencing things no other has before. 

You’ll find unique things here. Sometimes strange things. Sometimes things that 



are fun. Sometimes things that are very helpful. And possibly even life changing 

things in this book.  

 Just maybe you will open that doorway that so many Magicians have 

sought to open. That door to power, to great things, fame, wealth, with your 

wishes coming true. The best and worst of people have opened that door in their 

lives. It is a life changing thing. Sometimes things have been revealed to me 

(visions given me.) I have touched upon the other side many times. Long lasting 

times, at times. So I have to offer such possibilities here for you, too. The 

opportunity for a more significant life.  

 I like to think that during my worst times I went into hell itself to collect the 

runes, so to speak. As was meant to be. As what it would lead to was many books 

by me, more than fifty at this time. Books that often teach magic but many other 

things as well. Such as philosophy and religion. So for my purpose to be 

correctly fulfilled I offer them free and have kept them all in the public domain. It 

is now a blessed life I live. One full of money and all good things. I cannot spare 

time to cease for too long and five years from now I could have written a hundred 

books.  

 With nothing more needed to be said we can begin.  

 

 

 

Prayer Sheets 

 

I’ll begin with my favorite thing: a thing I call prayer sheets. During a time when I was 

homeless it was something I would do with my time. At the time I would just pull trash 

paper out of the garbage and write prayers on them, put them into a plastic bottle, with 

my hair inside. Since then I have evolved the idea greatly. 

 The basic concept is to include these: the prayer on a specialized paper (which I 

will explain in a moment), a tithe, and to preserve it. When I make my sheets I glue and 

staple ribbons around the border. Sometimes I print out an image that relates to my 

prayer, or simply an image of power for me, sort of like a visual idol. A lot can be used 

on a piece of paper. You can use stencils, stickers, different color pens, markers, 

drawings of your own, and whatever else you want to. The sheets can be preserved in 

various ways. They can be laminated. They can be rolled into a scroll and put into a 

bottle. They can be put into a zip lock bag and folded into an envelope.  

 Then there is the tithe. That doesn’t have to be money. Money is great though. I 

like to use “world coins.” That is, currency from all over the world. I buy a lot of those 

online as needed. However I also include things like rose quartz and green marbles. 

Those could be called “gifts” to include in your prayer sheets. I use about a gallon size 

bottle when I do it that way.  



 Then what? Well just throw it away. Such as when the bottle is full. Or if it is just 

an envelope. Or so on, when it is done then throw it away. The spirits you have called 

upon have read it and the rest is done. The cool thing is it will go to the landfill for who 

knows how long. Just don’t put it into the recycle bin. My friend once told me it was like I 

was making a time capsule. I think it's almost like using the garbage to litter!  

 

Supreme Visualization And The Principality List 

 

I have another magic here that I have created myself. Overall I call it “taste magic.” It is 

the occult/ Satanic equivalent of The Communion. Our’s is more suitable with candy, 

preferably of different flavors and colors. You can use whatever food you want to. 

Candy just makes it fun and more convenient. Then there is the visualization 

component to it. First let's distinguish the simple minded kind of visualization from the 

occult kind. The simple minded kind has you thinking of simple peaceful settings as it is 

often taught by therapists. Like a peaceful beach, something like that. The occult kind 

on the other hand must evoke powerful inner imagery. Powerful feelings go along with 

it. You see things within your mind that you do not understand, you just know that there 

is power behind it. Then you guide these things into the world you wish to create, 

without, and within. That is an occult way of visualizing.  

 To put it together with the taste thing: each taste has its own thoughts. Literally 

like “food for thought and thought for food.” If you have a particular wish then that has its 

own taste. If you have someone involved in your wishes then they are given its own 

taste as well. It is that simple. Consider it the fuel for your visions. You will in fact 

receive more and more visions in a natural way the more you practice taste magic.  

 

Then there is The Principality List.  

 

Person 1: Red, Hand, Staff, Bird 

Person 2: Brown, Bear, Bee, Cane 

Person 3: Green, Rabbit, Seed, Stage 

Person 4: White, Goat, Ring, Thief 

Person 5: Red, Whip, Cat, Fairy 

Person 6: Wind, Lord, Yellow, Mouse/Rodent 

Person 7: Bomb/Blast/Wand, Fox, Black, Beast 

Person 8: Toad, Yellow, Horse, Dust 

Person 9: Assassin, Creature, Word, Lion/Tiger 

Person 10: Blue, Elephant, Spirit, Stone 

Person 11: Mask, Dragon, Purple, Dog/Wolf 

 



You and the ones you love make up a kingdom. This kingdom is seen in these. These 

represent each person within it. It can be just one, it can use all eleven, or wherever in 

between, too. The one rule is that the oldest person is the first and the youngest person 

is the last. So if you are the oldest then you are person 1. If you are the youngest within 

it all then you’d be the last in the list.  

 

And these are seen in all movies and shows, all books, and all video games. They are 

an assistance and guidance for you. They bring you to an occult understanding that you 

will need.  

 

They go well with taste magic and in fact were built for taste magic. There is nothing so 

well balanced as this. In case you are wondering, I am person four in this list. I created 

this list while in seclusion at a jail during one period in my life. I was alone there, in the 

small “rubber room” as they call it sometimes. The only thing in my whole life was food 

at that time. I strived to learn how to turn that food into a magical power and so I came 

up with the Principality List. A voice in my head later told me to call it The Principality 

List. Interestingly I later discovered the term is used by catholics to list the power of 

God’s creation.  

 

So whatever food I had I related back to my loved ones. It is made to describe food in 

certain ways. The color of it, most obviously. But a “cane” can be any stick food. Can 

also mean “sugar cane.” “Whip” can be cream. “Dust” can be instant drink powder. Of 

course “seed” can mean those seeds you eat. “Stone” can be hard candy, and so on.  

 

My Most Favorite Vision 

 

Early one morning while homeless I laid down on the grass of a park. It was the time of 

twilight for the sky above. The morning star (Venus) was still shining a bit. Then some 

strange thing started happening. A black looking cloud that looked like a bat angel 

appeared from below venus. It went to the east turning into what looked like a serpent. It 

went right over the first rays of the sun somewhere to the East. Then a white cloud 

appeared below Venus, one looking upward, and one more like a magnificent bird. After 

that a cloud that looked like a black rainbow appeared in the upper western part of the 

sky. Then a murder of crows flocked into the sky, scattering. The volume of them was 

pronounced. After which the Church bell tolled again and again.  

 

A Pilgrimage For Greatness 

 

Sometimes becoming a great magician requires that you step out on the ledge. To be 

willing to submit to it fully in faith. If we have a pampered and nurtured life then our spirit 



remains weak. Our power within remains weak. But to radically change your life takes 

power and courage. It was like Buddha himself. He had a great life. But he wanted more 

and would leave his home to inherit nothing (which is not at all true, becoming the 

person he did.)  

 I had been homeless basically for years going into about every type of home you 

can imagine: a group home, a boarding care, a friend’s home, a friend’s shack, father’s 

shack, room mates, jail, mental hospital, field, bench, trailer, apartment, home, you 

name it. When I became downright homeless I decided to go to San Francisco. It was 

not even so hard on me. My schizophrenia taught me many things. Was a bittersweet 

thing in so many ways. It wasn’t until I got back on medication that I could gather my 

thoughts and put them into my writings the right way. I had left quite a poor state 

anyways: New Mexico.  

 It is a “more you seek the more you find” kind of thing. Before all of this I didn’t do 

things so drastically but they did assist me in gaining a connection to the metaphysical. 

Such as taking long walks into the desert of Arizona, meditating along the way. I was 

always trying to contact Satan. Then on my 18th birthday something remarkable 

happened: I did. During my birthday, my family and I went to a park outside of town. Off 

in the distance there was a group camping out. As it turns out they were mostly 

composed of Satanists. And it was there that I met Satan for the first time! 

 

Idols 

We make them all the time without even knowing that we do. They are not limited to 

golden cows. They are not even limited to officially recognized deities. No, I say that 

even a StarBucks sign is an idol, or a McDonnald’s Arch. The place where they sacrifice 

and prepare your beef with a side of toys which themselves are idols. Yes, action 

figures make good idols! I like the ones that resemble typical devils in one way or 

another. Strangely enough only the troll dolls are called out on it, by Christians. I think 

there are figures more diabolical looking than those.  

 I have a story to illustrate the point: When I was 19 years old (in 1999) a Final 

Fantasy 9 commercial came on TV. Being as I was and given the time, I was astounded 

by it. You have to understand that often our first exposure to these things was during a 

commercial. We didn’t have the internet to see it well ahead of time. Anyways, I felt so 

compelled to draw an image of Quistis. I didn’t even know a lot about her but I 

worshiped her. I was in reality drawing an idol. Maybe popular singers and actors are 

called “idols” for a good reason. They present a kind of image. They carry along their 

own hymns in many ways. They act in ritual in many ways too, the process of acting 

itself.  

 If all I have is a StarBucks cup then I will use it towards magic. At one time those 

were like chalices to me.  

 



Obscuria 

 

Let your magic come from obscure sources and it will be entirely your own. Look into a 

forgotten past to do so. Operating in a unique way is a great magic power to have. In a 

sea of sameness be different: that is the embodiment of magic itself. You will then not 

work like others but will work as a sole being. You will find yourself in places that are 

long dusted over. Like in a film about the cave containing treasures, so you will find 

yourself. Who wants to hear what all others are saying anyway? Who wants to go the 

way that all others are led? It is the difference between being a crystal (at best, more 

often just a dumb stone) or being a diamond.  

 

Magical Ununciation 

 

Speaking in tongues for a magician is taught here: First, let's go over picking a new 

name. A good magician should have a good name. You can pick one already there but 

be warned that such names come at a stiff price. Let me elaborate with the cost of my 

own. For taking the name Lucifer I had my skull cracked. When someone would not call 

me Lucifer I spat in his face. This giant of a person. He struck me so hard that I flew 

backwards and landed on the ground, losing a pint of blood. I got right back up on my 

feet at least. The crack on my skull is right where my third eye would be. So believe me, 

taking a high name does not come free.  

 The second means to find your name is by making new words basically. Just like 

sounds are put together to mean more than one thing, a name can be made in a similar 

way. If you want to make the name “person of light” then that could be “Personalit.” 

Light doesn’t have to be light. It can be the word Ray, or Shine, or something else. If 

you like Shiva and Satan and serve them, then the name could be “Shatan,” if Lilith and 

Satan, then “Shalith.”  

 There is often the “The” among us. Such as “The Barbarian,” “The Destroyer,” or 

“The Thief.” Such a title normally comes after the name we have taken. I have chosen 

the last name of White for a couple of reasons. It is a way of saying gray when you 

include it after the name of Lucifer. For me, black was just too easy. It is the color 

adored by so many Satanists. My other reason is that the best food and things are white 

(lighting, clouds, stars, the moon, the hottest temperature, the snow, sugar, salt, to say 

the least.) Though nothing beats being driven in a vehicle in the deep darkness 

overnight.  

 These things go beyond names. We have often seen among magicians the use 

of a strange mix of non language words. That is a magical language. It is personally 

known by the magician. To others it may come across as nonsense but for them it all 

means something. As something carefully put together. It is a way of speaking to 

divinities. They can be formed into chants. They are powerful as such. They could be a 



word to focus on over a period. To repeat it over and over again while building up 

power. In any case they should be words that evoke feeling and power from its speaker. 

If others are to use the words themselves then they should be well prepared to use 

them correctly.  

 

Bright Sided Thinking and Optimal-Pathic Reasoning 

 

Bright sided thinking and optimal pathic reasoning are a source of magic power. Optimal 

pathic reasoning is a word that means reasoning in its brightest sense. It is to see even 

bad things as good: to look for answers at least. To see how something may not even 

be bad as one may think. To see the sun through the clouds, so to speak. It is to see 

the silver lining in the clouds. The principle is that what we reason comes to fruition and 

can either make us or break us, bless us or curse us.  

 For that sake incorporate into it these things: gratitude (counting your blessings), 

appreciate all that is well in your life, adore the things you own, look forward to future 

things, make a bad thing into a good thing where possible, have pride, as much pride as 

possible, and do these until you are drunk with good feelings, drunk with optimism, 

pride, and such things. Do some “pacing.” Not “pacing” in the negative sense (which 

psychologists seem to think can only indicate a nervous person) but as a person 

building up “happy power.” “Ego power,” you could say.  

 At my own personal best I used to be able to do it all day. Going down the long 

hallways until a loud and thunderous storm would appear.  

 

Being Resourceful 

 

Some use poker cards as Tarot cards. I used to go to Buddhist/Hindu idol stores to pray 

to the idols there. When all I had for music came from a pocket radio I began making 

the music mean things it wasn’t meant to mean. I wanted metal or something else, after 

all. I once saw this thing out in the city. It was a metallic pig face with a bowl underneath 

it. Looked just like an altar. When I was younger I substituted a bell for a keyboard. In a 

time with no internet things like that were actually hard to come by. Those and things 

like black candles. I made a black candle once with a goldfish fish bowl, several 

different colors of candles, and a shoestring. Then there were the prayer sheets I 

mentioned earlier. I’d take trash paper from the garbage and write out prayers on them. 

I wanted to practice magic at times but was very limited for one reason or another. 

  

The True Definition of Hell 

 



Hell isn’t a place. It is a state that one is in. It is a type of presence around and within. 

So a person can be in hell while all those around them are not. And I am not talking 

about the way people say “it was hell.” That wasn’t hell, just hardship. Hell is a far more 

complex state than that. There are certain characteristics of it that I will go over. First, 

you are much more sensitive when in hell. Everything is more pronounced. What is not 

sensed in regular existence is heavily sensed in hell. If someone has a sultry voice, or 

seems a little strange, you will certainly hear it in their voice. As a result, music sounds 

strange. There is no getting over how strange the sounds sound and the singer’s voice 

often sounds downright diabolical.  

 Second, fantasy is reality. There is truth to fantasy. In the existence of hell one 

can truly go down the rabbit's hole. These include visions. They include the fact that 

magic is much more potent there and more fully realized. Sorts of messages come at 

you, as in a theme.  

 Third, it can be agonizing. You might get lost in all of it. You might spend the 

entire night trying to perfectly draw the perfect image in obsession. It can also be highly 

pleasurable however. You could become enraptured by music. Your feelings are much 

stronger in general. Your senses are heightened as well. In a way that makes soda 

taste toxic. In a way that tuna straight from the can is devoured, and its liquid drunk. In a 

way that you wish to pour laundry detergent on your carpet.  

 These are some of the things that truly make up what Hell is like. It is not a 

condition that most will ever enter into, not in human form.  

 

Lost Values 

 

Continuing with different subjects, “lost values” is a good place to start.  

 

What values have we lost in the modern world? I would list these: 

 

Strength- It is more expected of people to be weak. It is in fact sometimes essential if 

you are to be treated fairly– and if you are to reap in the rewards that have been set up 

for such people.  

 

Maturity- This is a big one. It has never been so important to be mature than it is these 

days. People can get themselves into all sorts of trouble, and have, again and again, in 

modern times. People like those who would vandalize and get into fights over one small 

matter or another.  

 

Patience- Patience sums up so many important virtues. With patience we work, we 

clean, we don’t boil over with anger. We get things done instead of “rage quitting.” It can 



be a bit of an annoyance to wait your turn but trust me, you will feel much better if you 

see it through than if you just walk out over frustration.  

 

Understanding- I had a hell of a time getting my medication the last time. They have a 

delivery service. They said they can’t guarantee it will arrive on the day I called it in. The 

way it is there is a large window of when it may arrive. So I waited around hoping for it 

to get to my door. It didn’t get there that day. It was the new year's Holliday after that 

and I could only wait. I called back a few days later and as soon as they said “we can’t 

guarantee it will get there” I said I would pick it up myself. They said it will be ready 

when I get there. The bus ride was about an hour long. When I got there it wasn’t ready. 

So I waited around awhile. Then they packaged my medication and apologized for the 

wait. I told them that I understand and that I know they’ve been busy lately.  

 

Hard Work- In so many ways modern tools have enabled people to create things so 

easily. I think that it shows though. I am into old gaming stuff and when I saw a video 

about a new Nintendo 64 video game being made (a game made for a system that has 

long been out of production) I think I knew what to expect and was right. The graphics 

were a simplistic mess. They could barely be called 16-bit level graphics. I kind of find it 

insulting in fact.  

 

Truthfulness- People will lie tooth and nail to get out of problems and rehearse their lies 

again and again until the right fit is found. It is a problem that goes back to the Garden. I 

watch interrogation videos sometimes, of terrible people. They squirm and they adjust 

what they are saying, trying to pull off gymnastics with their deceit. As for me if I am lied 

to once then I just cannot trust a person anymore.  

 

Self Restraint- In a world of selfishness and singular superiority, of hedonism, of such 

things as have been largely taught by modern psychologists, it is to be expected. It is to 

be expected that people only serve their own needs as though the world only exists 

when they enter into the room. People are taught to not hold back their sexual urges 

calling it “harmful repression.” The same goes with anger. If you hold it back then 

presumably it will blow over “like a volcano.” But that is all such nonsense and only 

teaches people to be hateful and perverted.  

 

The Most Important Lessons In Life And The Emergence of Satan’s 

Children 

 

New Satanic Age = Satanic Children. Modern adults are like children. Some of us have 

been maturing all along but the majority have not. Satanic things have taken over the 

airways. Things are being sorted out but at the moment it is like a new found life, a 



different existence than that of the past Christian Eras. We find ourselves in a sort of 

Earthly paradise. One of pleasure seeking and materialism. Life has come to mean 

more than anything spiritual could offer. We no longer live in shambles staring out at the 

nighttime stars, having to work most of the time. Instead we have a great big world all 

around us. With our freedom of speech we have created things clearly more Satanic, 

and more so all the time– often in the form of cartoons and video games. We have 

found a playground on Earth. A great place that no religion could sensibly take from us. 

The behavior of modern people shows it, too. We have come to a point where we must 

rethink almost everything. Old laws that were thought at one time to exist forever are 

quickly being undone. New rights emerge, thoughtfully, replacing them. We can’t have 

things taken from us and if we do, we act like babies. The old moral code cannot stand. 

Things that were at one time forbidden are now encouraged, even celebrated.  

 New frontiers are found everywhere. So what about the future? The future is the 

result of ages of development. For untold sums of time that evolution was a thing of 

addition, now, it is a thing of multiplication. It is like our God: progress. To progress we 

depend. Progress will save everything. It will save us. It will deter crime, feed one and 

everybody, do our work for us, supply us with incredibly cheap and abundant energy. I 

am talking about science and what it is capable of. It is the only thing that can bring 

about a utopia.  

 

The Isociety 

 

I am impressed sometimes with how my wishes come true. I am an at-home person. 

There was a time when I was starving. I thought to myself, if only I could get things from 

a store across the block, while the nearest store to it is far away. That and other things I 

am about to describe became true for me. Just in a different place from my old one. The 

government pays for my housing. With an EBT card I get food from a store just one 

block away. It is what so many desire, to have guaranteed income, which is becoming 

more and more of a reality. At the same time people desire to be at home more and 

more, and for good reason. We have more than we ever had. We need a place for it. 

And it takes something like a home to enjoy most of it. At home delivery of packages is 

evolving. You can now track the driver up until the point they arrive. And with an EBT 

card or regular money you can have good priced groceries sent to your home. These 

are some of the elements that I call an “isosociety.” 

 It is built around what most of us want. To have the best of things around them, 

within their reach. To have a universal basic income. To be assured of housing. In fact 

buildings are more cheaply and easily made than ever, a fact which is increasing. So 

are our resources increasing. People fear that androids will take over our work. Fear 

not, that is a good thing. Things like robots, androids, and other new advancements 

occurring (of which there is really too much to speak of) will increase our resources and 



establish a low effort way of bringing to people all the things they need. As a result, 

universal basic income will become more and more practical. Besides, a person can do 

all the work they want to: if they want to. They can even choose exactly what that work 

is. They can be entirely free to pursue their dreams. They can benefit as much from 

them, in fact maybe even more. We need just one serious advancement to realize these 

dreams. Such as limitless energy. Just one thing can change the world altogether. 

Drones and robotics can be made to create structures. If energy is free then that is dealt 

with. In fact they can do so very efficiently and without resting. Just think, these 

buildings being created with no cost higher than the machines themselves. And– what if 

the machines made the machines?  

 The Isociety is a “society of isolation” which isn’t really isolation. We will have 

technology to talk not only to our loved ones but anyone in the world itself, as is already 

so, only added upon. Added upon by things like holograms. Maybe we can have a 

camera kind of window into our loved one’s home. Just think of that: visually they are 

always there.  

 

Futurism 

 

I can talk of futurism but I will leave out the dates they will occur. There is no knowing 

really when future things will occur. That part of it is pointless. However in doing these 

things I go off the rule that science and technology is capable of anything.. Sooner or 

later. My emphasis will be on the utopia producing sciences.  

 

In deterring crime we could have AI cameras. Cameras that know exactly who a person 

is. Cameras that can track criminals from what place to another, whatever it is that they 

have done. These cameras do not have to be in a person’s home. Personally I would 

include one in mine. Solid energy could create a protective field around someone. GPS 

enabled tags can indicate where your stolen property is, including something as 

important as your car. AI cameras could also spot just what someone is carrying. No 

longer a difficult process to determine.  

 

The opening of resources could be greatly improved with improved metal detectors. We 

would then be able to determine what is in any part of the ground. Machinery can do all 

of that on its own. Could find and procure whatever. Being able to create the elements 

in a lab might be possible someday. After all, we can create diamonds. As stated 

before, machines can make machines that make structures and do other things. Lab 

grown meat might become a reality. Perhaps much quicker growing seeds too, even a 

food replicator such as in Star Trek. Then there could be fish catching things. Imagine a 

large fish-like robot that swallows just what you want to eat. Like a lobster. You throw 



the thing into the water and it swims all around looking for one, swallows it, and brings it 

back to you.  

 

Living longer can become a thing. More and more scientists are learning what ages us 

and are looking into the reversal of it. More and more health improving medication is 

being produced as well. Emergency help will be automated. Having a device on you that 

knows you are having a heart problem, for example, or that you have fallen, or become 

lost somewhere, will be a worry of the past.  

 

Solid energy could accomplish a number of great things. It can create walls, barriers, 

and imagine a glove that controls solid energy that is like a hand. Solid energy can build 

bridges, can create doors that just can’t be broken into. It can be made into elevators. It 

could be incorporated into boots to walk on air. By making the solid energy go round 

and round, they could, perhaps, be made to function like a wheel.  

 

Limitless energy could do incredible things for us. It could power great robotics and 

make any given thing automated. Such a thing would guarantee free energy for all. With 

energy being without limitation so too would electronics of various kinds be employed 

anywhere. Then there is something maybe even better: wireless energy. If you add both 

of them together then imagine your devices always being fully charged. Imagine posts 

around that charge what you need to charge. Imagine power going into anything without 

one plug.  

 

AI can produce things of entertainment on its own. After that anyone can be a director. 

Perhaps by feeding in a script the AI will design a movie, cartoon, or game based on it. 

If a game then you will just carefully list what you want it to include and there it is. The 

program itself would basically be a book anyone can use and modify. We can bring 

back old stars that have passed away. We could create a new Andi Grifith series. 

Developed enough, computer animation will look entirely life-like. It is already becoming 

so that essays are being written by AI and paintings being made by them according to a 

few words to start it off. What power would the copyright have after that point? Where 

anyone can put together such things easily, and so many doing so, nothing is off the 

table.  

 Then there are driverless vehicles. At the moment they need to work some things 

out but they should be here before too long. What I would like is a driverless RV going 

all over the country!  

 

Why go to space yourself? With VR and android-like robotics plus faster space travel (if 

both become a reality) then you can go to the moon in a robotic-VR fashion. That is 

about the way I have always thought of space travel. In the future we wouldn’t even 



have to leave the house to do so. Add to that things like touch sensing gloves and even 

the ability to smell through VR and you are practically there in reality. 

 

Drones and robotics doing our work without another human hand having to flip a burger. 

There was a fast food chain that recently came out with an entirely automated 

restaurant in fact. People fear these things saying they are taking jobs away, but with 

such things comes cheaper prices, prices that simply cannot be realized otherwise. I’m 

talking about cleaning for you– even cleaning that is exactly according to your wishes. 

They do all of the grocery shopping and food delivery. If you want to you could order 

everything online then have some machine bring it to you. But what am I saying? That is 

already happening.  

 

Things that are coming about and improving include: 3D printing, goods delivery and 

shipping, a greatly expanded market place, automation in so many ways, fusion energy, 

quantum computing, better and better smartphones, driverless vehicles, AI produced 

artwork, full body deepfaking, digital only gaming, at home production of many different 

things (including books, “full band” music, notation software, game making, t shirt 

making, sticker making, 3D printing of action figures or whatever else, to name a few), 

and flying cars (if even just in a helicopter drone sort of way.)  

 

Augmented reality is one of my favorite new things. Where at one time we only had a 

bulky and limited VR headset there are now “smart glasses.” They look like ordinary 

glasses but they do so much. You can browse the web on them. You can make it seem 

like the real thing is right in front of you (a cheat when it comes to holograms) and in fact 

you can use them to make a 100 inch or larger screen seem to be right in front of you. 

With that you can have a fully loaded TV or gaming device right in front of you. 

 

The future looks great. If we are lucky then we will be around for a long time to enjoy it.  

 

My View on Human Rights 

 

I think that by and large people should be left alone to do what they want to do. As long 

as they aren’t hurting anyone but themself then let people generally be whatever way 

they want to be. Allowing drugs is a tricky issue. For one, people are going to do them if 

that is something they got themself into. However, legalizing it only makes it more 

widespread. I would leave such a thing off the table then. Whenever and wherever a 

majority of people want a certain thing then they should get it or be allowed it. So we 

shouldn’t force diets on them. If a person wants to smoke then let them. Or if they want 

to vape. I think that with alcohol, tobacco, marijuana, gambling, diet, nudism, and 

personal preferences, people should be allowed to roam free. They shouldn’t be stifled 



from regulation. Rather, that people are allowed to freely grow, build, and learn. It is 

intellectual respect when you allow others to live freely and be themselves.  

 It is important to identify people who are over driven towards a cause. A cause 

against who and what you are, when it is none of their business to begin with. These 

people and their beliefs against you will find ways around your rights. They will take a 

normal and harmless day out of your life and choose to jail you over it. Such people are 

fascists. It can range from minor fascism to greater fascism, and given every opportunity 

for growth, but that is the nature of fascism to begin with.  

 Whatever happened to the lifestyles that were not so confined. We aren’t allotted 

things like a little campfire in our backyard. One where we just want to drink a little and 

enjoy music. The laws demand vigilance, less they are broken. They exist with absurd 

reasons to begin with. No one should be pressured into allowing another to just force 

their way in on some false pretext. People should have the right to be alone and be left 

alone. To exist more like a bird than a rat.  

  

Here I will list the rights that we should have: 

 

The right to exist like a bird and not a rat 

The right to be alone and be left alone, without the littlest pressure otherwise 

The right to not be harassed by propaganda. To live without it. To be without it. 

The right to go against anyone who harasses us. To strictly and powerfully defend 

ourselves. 

The right to treat like garbage anyone who treats us like garbage. The right to oppress 

those who would oppress us. The right to do to anyone what they do to us.  

The right to never have our rights signed away– the right to not let a paper we sign take 

away our rights. 

The right for a mentally ill person to be without harassment. 

The right to whatever diet and drug we want. To smoke and drink, to gamble, whether 

or not anyone approves of it. 

The right to be left alone in our place without the landlord coming in to inspect it or any 

other kind of nonsense from people.  

The right to jaywalk if we know that it is safe to do so. 

The right to go to Church or protest despite the virus. The right to not wear masks. 

The right to not be searched without a real warrant. To not be stopped and harassed. 

To go about freely without people with insane reasons bothering you. 

The right to have laws be limited. That only unreasonable aggression and harm 

rendered another without due cause is illegal.  
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